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A rare, exclusive look inside a luxury residence created by two of the most preeminent designers in the world

Bradfield and Landry have worked for celebrities and leaders in business, finance and politics internationally, projects that are

rarely published

In these pages they give a fascinating tour of one of their most important and most ambitious projects to date

Bradfield, who with Roric Tobin heads up B&T Global, and Landry, who together with his business partner Brian Pinkett leads Landry

Design Group (LDG), are each legendary figures in the field of luxury residential design and architecture. Bradfield’s roster of high-

profile clients include commissions for Jack Ma, the Alibaba Group, lavish high-rise residences in Mexico, and extravagantly scaled

mansions in Jakarta, London and Silicon Valley.

LDG’s client list includes Gisele Bündchen and Tom Brady, Mark Wahlberg, Eddie Murphy, and Rod Stewart. Though these are bold-

faced names, LDG’s patrons also include, like Bradfield’s, more discreet figures in the worlds of finance and industry.

For this Asian palace, they also collaborated with landscape architect Robert E. Truskowski. Gorgeous photography of this magnificent

residence and its resplendent grounds captures the stunning cross-pollination of East and West achieved in this extraordinary home.

In a career spanning 50 years, Geoffrey Bradfield has earned countless accolades including Robb Report's Top Ten Designers in the

World. He has appeared on the Architectural Digest AD100 list of top designers innumerable times. His firm, now recast as B&T

Global with Roric Tobin as full partner has long managed an international roster of projects for such figures as director Oliver Stone,

as well as consulates for South Africa and the Moroccan Embassy in North America. The client list of Landry Design Groupincludes

such bold-face names as Gisele Bündchen and Tom Brady, Dr. Dre, Mark Wahlberg, and Eddie Murphy as well as leading figures in the

worlds of finance and business. The firm's oeuvre spreads well beyond its California base to homes in Europe, the Middle East, Asia and

Africa.
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